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Abstract. Hierarchical matrices are space and time efficient representations
of dense matrices that exploit the low rank structure of matrix blocks at dif-
ferent levels of granularity. The hierarchically low rank block partitioning
produces representations that can be stored and operated on in near-linear
complexity instead of the usual polynomial complexity of dense matrices.
In this paper, we present high performance implementations of matrix vec-
tor multiplication and compression operations for theH2 variant of hierarchical
matrices on GPUs. The H2 variant exploits, in addition to the hierarchical
block partitioning, hierarchical bases for the block representations and results
in a scheme that requires only O(n) storage and O(n) complexity for the
mat-vec and compression kernels. These two operations are at the core of
algebraic operations for hierarchical matrices, the mat-vec being a ubiquitous
operation in numerical algorithms while compression/recompression represents
a key building block for other algebraic operations, which require periodic re-
compression during execution.
The difficulties in developing efficient GPU algorithms come primarily from
the irregular tree data structures that underlie the hierarchical representations,
and the key to performance is to recast the computations on flattened trees
in ways that allow batched linear algebra operations to be performed. This
requires marshaling the irregularly laid out data in a way that allows them to
be used by the batched routines. Marshaling operations only involve pointer
arithmetic with no data movement and as a result have minimal overhead.
Our numerical results on covariance matrices from 2D and 3D problems
from spatial statistics show the high efficiency our routines achieve—over
550 GB/s for the bandwidth-limited matrix-vector operation and over 850
GFLOPS/s in sustained performance for the compression operation on the
P100 Pascal GPU.
1. Introduction
Large dense matrices are ubiquitous in scientific computing. The discretization
of integral operators associated with elliptic PDEs results in systems that are dense
and on the order of the mesh size. Schur complement methods exploiting dimension
reduction in PDE discretizations give rise to large dense systems. Kernel-based ma-
chine learning algorithms generate large dense matrices describing pairwise relations
between data points. Numerical optimization problems arising in inverse problems
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and data assimilation are generating ever-more exigent demands for manipulating
large dense Hessians. Spatial statistics generates dense covariance matrices from
ever larger data sets.
The sizes of these matrices as they arise in practical applications make their
direct storage prohibitive and would require algorithms of polynomial complexity
for performing matrix-vector multiplication, matrix-matrix multiplication, factor-
ization, and related linear algebra operations. Fortunately, many of these matri-
ces described above have an underlying data sparse structure, consisting of blocks
many of which can be well-approximated by low rank factorizations. Even though
the blocks are of varying sizes and locations in the matrix, tree-based data struc-
tures can be used to take advantage of this inherent data sparsity and organize
the block approximations hierarchically, in effect compressing the dense matrix in
an accuracy-controlled manner. The resulting representations, termed hierarchical
matrices, provide an efficient and practical way of storing the dense matrices of
very large dimension that appear in a broad range of settings.
Hierarchical matrices can avoid superlinear growth in memory requirements and
store n× n dense matrices in a scalable manner. For the H2 hierarchical represen-
tations considered in this paper, they require only O(kn) units of storage where k is
a representative rank for the low rank blocks. This asymptotically optimal storage
requirement of hierarchical matrices is a critical advantage, particularly in GPU en-
vironments characterized by relatively small global memories. For many standard
applications, the compressed hierarchical form produces a few orders-of-magnitude
reduction in required memory compared to the equivalent dense representation and
makes it possible to fit the matrix in the limited global memory of current genera-
tion GPUs, overcoming the disadvantage of the slow transfer of data between GPU
and main memory.
Efficient CPU hosted algorithms and software for hierarchical matrices are avail-
able [1] and have been used in a variety of applications. More recently a task-based
parallel implementation was demonstrated on the Intel Phi [2]. In contrast, there
have been only limited efforts in the development of algorithms appropriate for
GPU environments. For example, a recent work accelerated some of the readily
vectorizable portions of the computation, such as setting up an initial stiffness ma-
trix [3]. Another work used parallel work queues for H-matrix vector multiplication
[4]. However, methods addressing the core H2-matrix operations on GPUs are not
yet available.
The lack of high-performance GPU algorithms is likely due to the fact that
the naturally recursive data structures and formulations of the hierarchical matrix
algorithms do not readily map to the throughput-oriented architecture of GPUs.
Alternative representations and algorithmic formulations are needed to exploit the
memory hierarchy of GPUs, expose fine-grained parallelism, orchestrate data move-
ment to hide latencies and reduce global memory transactions, and increase occu-
pancy to enhance parallelism, in order to obtain performance. Because hierarchical
matrices occupy conceptually a middle ground between dense and sparse matrices,
they can inherit some of the powerful GPU advantages of working with regular
memory access patterns and can also leverage ideas from algorithms for sparse
linear algebra computations on GPUs [5, 6, 7, 8] for working efficiently with the
irregular patterns.
This work seeks to develop GPU-resident data structures and associated data
parallel algorithms for operating on hierarchical matrices. Specifically, we describe
two algorithms including matrix-vector multiplication (HMV) and matrix com-
pression that operate on flattened representations of the hierarchical matrix. Both
algorithms are work optimal, O(n), and demonstrate high absolute performance
on matrices of size up to 1M × 1M stored entirely on the GPU. The memory-
bound HMV achieves more than 550 GB/s, surpassing the STREAM benchmark
[9], and the compute-bound hierarchical matrix compression achieves more than
850 GFLOPS/s on the Pascal P100 GPU. These two operations are foundational
routines for almost all other algebraic operations on hierarchical matrices, including
matrix multiplication, inversion, factorization and others. We plan to use them as
the building blocks for a complete GPU H2-library. We also hope that by making
available high performance implementations of these basic hierarchical matrix rou-
tines, we will encourage broader experimentation with hierarchical matrices in var-
ious applications. We employ the word “experimentation” advisedly, inasmuch as
the numerical analysis of rank growth and error propagation in chains of hierarchi-
cal operations is not yet completely mature. It may be that the high compressibility
will prove more practically tolerable in some applications than others.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
flattened data structures used to represent the row and column basis trees as well
as the matrix tree that stores the matrix block data expressed in terms of these
row and column bases. Section 3 describes a GPU matrix vector multiplication
(HMV) algorithm and shows its performance on sample covariance matrices arising
from 2D and 3D spatial statistics. Section 4 describes the hierarchical compression
operation expressed in terms of batched QR and SVD operations, and analyzes the
performance of its various phases on the same covariance matrices above. Discussion
and conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2. Hierarchical matrices
2.1. Flavors of hierarchical matrices. A great deal of work has been done in the
development of representations that exploit the low rank structure of matrix blocks
in a hierarchical fashion. We do not attempt to review this literature here except
for mentioning a few representative works in this section. We refer the reader to
[10, 11] for an introduction and survey.
Hackbusch [12, 12] pioneered the concepts of hierarchical matrices in the form
of H and H2 matrices as a way to generalize fast multipole methods, and devel-
oped a substantial mathematical theory for their ability to approximate integral
operators and boundary value problems of elliptic PDEs. These ideas have been
developed considerably over the years, for the construction and use of hierarchical
matrices in solving discretized integral equations and preconditioning finite element
discretizations of PDEs [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
Hierarchically semi-separable (HSS) and hierarchically block-separable (HBS)
are related and well-studied rank-structured representations that also use low rank
blocks of a dense matrix in a hierarchical fashion. Matrices are semi-separable if
their upper and lower triangular parts are, each, part of a low rank matrix. HSS
matrices extend this idea and refer to matrices whose off-diagonal blocks are all of
low rank and expressed in a nested basis. Their block structure is equivalent to
what is also known as a weak admissibility criterion [18]. HSS matrices have been
shown to be useful representations for integral equations in the plane and for sparse
systems of equations that can be reduced to matrices of this form, for example by
using nested dissection on 2D grids. Fast factorization algorithms for HSS matrices
have been developed in [19]. HBS matrices have a similar structure but emphasize
the telescoping nature of the matrix factorization [20] to use in the construction
of direct solvers for integral equations [21]. Hierarchically off-diagonal low rank
(HODLR) matrices which simplify the HSS representation by using non-nested and
separate bases for various matrix blocks have been used for fast factorizations in
[22].
2.2. Structure of a general hierarchal matrix with nested bases. In this
paper, we use the H2 representation as it allows a general block structuring of
the matrix, has asymptotically optimal memory complexity, and in practice results
in a representation with a small memory footprint in applications. The represen-
tation achieves the O(n) memory complexity by exploiting two different types of
hierarchies in the underlying matrix.
One type of hierarchy is related to the granularity of matrix blocks where larger
blocks that admit low rank approximations sit at higher levels in a tree represen-
tation of the matrix, whereas the smaller low rank blocks sit at the lower levels.
Figure 1 illustrates a block partitioning of a sample matrix. The matrix has three
different block sizes that admit a low rank representation and are shown in blue.
The matrix also has some blocks that do not admit such a representation and are
stored as dense matrices and are shown in red. We denote the low rank decom-
position of a given block by USV T , where S is a k × k matrix with k generically
denoting the rank of the block, and refer to U and V as the column and row bases in
which the S block data is expressed. The S matrices are termed coupling matrices.
The middle diagram of Figure 2 shows the levels of the matrix separated out.
The bottom level contains the S data of only the smallest blocks of the matrix, the
next level up contains the S data corresponding to the mid-sized blocks, and the
level above it contains the S data for the largest blocks of the partitioning. The
top two levels of the tree illustrated here are empty because there are no blocks
of the appropriate size that admit a low rank representation. This hierarchy of
block partitioning is common to all hierarchical matrix formats, although the H
and H2 representations offer the most flexibility and generality, as they do not
place restrictions on the admissible partitionings. Low rank blocks of any size, as
well as dense blocks, can be located anywhere in the matrix.
The second hierarchy, specific to theH2 format, is related to the manner in which
the low rank blocks are represented, using nested row and column bases, U and V .
Nestedness means that bases for the higher levels (larger blocks) may be obtained
through suitable transformations of the bases of the lower levels and therefore need
not be explicitly stored. Figure 2 illustrates how the bottom level of the basis trees
is explicitly stored and can be directly used. For example, the block (4, 9) of the
matrix of Figure 1 is a low rank block of the smallest size, therefore expressed as
U4S49V
T
9 , with U4 and V9 explicitly stored at the leaves of the bases trees as shown.
At the next level up, the bases do not have an explicit representation but each basis
(denoted graphically by a circle) can be obtained, when needed, from its children
through small transfer matrices. These nested bases allow significant reduction in
storage and produce the algorithmically optimal memory complexity.
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Figure 1. A three-level hierarchical matrix with its dense m×m blocks
shown in red and its low rank blocks shown in blue.
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Figure 2. The low rank part of the matrix in Fig. 1 “disassembled” into
its constituent basis trees (U and V) and matrix tree (S) representations.
Representation is done level by level for all trees.
The representation of the low rank portion of a hierarchical matrix An×n consists
therefore of the tree triplet U , S, V:
• The U tree organizes the row indices of the matrix hierarchically. We use
a binary tree in this work but other organizations are possible. A node in
the tree at level l represents a row block at this level of the matrix and is
used to store column basis vectors in which the data of the matrix blocks
at level l are expressed. Thin basis matrices U of size m × k are stored
explicitly at its leaves. Small interlevel transfer matrices E of size kc × kp
(referring to the ranks of the child and parent nodes) are stored at the
higher levels and used to compute with the level-appropriate bases, which
are never explicitly stored. When referring to a basis node as U li , we refer
to the node i at level l in the basis tree which is either stored explicitly at
the leaves, or implicitly via the transfer matrices higher level of the tree.
The relationship between a node U l−1i+ and its children U
l
i1
and U li2 uses the
transfer matrices Eli1 and E
l
i2
:
(1) U l−1i+ =
[
U li1
U li2
] [
Eli1
Eli2
]
.
Similarly, the V tree, consisting of explicit thin basis matrices at the leaves
and small inter-level transfer matrices F , organizes column indices hierar-
chically and its nodes are used to represent the row basis vectors for the
column blocks at various level of granularity. The structure of this tree
need not be identical to that of U , although the examples described in this
paper come from symmetric matrices where we use the same block row and
column trees.
• The S tree is an incomplete quadtree that stores the coupling matrices S
for all the blocks of the matrix. Other N-ary trees would be needed if the
basis trees were not binary. As we describe below, the tree is stored level
by level, with each level being a block sparse matrix. The sparsity pattern
of the block sparse matrix at level l is directly related to the low ranks
blocks that exist at that level of granularity: a k×k coupling matrix exists
in the entry (i, j) of level l if a block at that level of granularity exists
in the hierarchical matrix partitioning. In that case, the corresponding
matrix block is U liS
l
ijV
l
j
T
, where U li and V
l
j are the column bases and
row bases of block row i and column block j at level l, respectively. The
non-zero block entries from all levels form the leaves of the quadtree, and
collectively they cover all the low rank blocks of the matrix. The storage
needed for S depends on the structure of the tree and the distribution of
the leaves but assuming a bounded number of non-zero entries in the block
rows/columns, a reasonable assumption in many applications, its memory
requirements have optimal complexity, O(kn), where k is a representative
rank.
Besides the low rank blocks, a set of dense m ×m matrices that are not com-
pressed need to be also stored. The complement of the low rank leaves of the
quadtree represents blocks of the original matrix that are not economically ex-
pressible as low rank factorizations and are more effectively stored in their explicit
dense format. These dense leaves appear only at the finest level of the quadtree
and in practical terms represent blocks of a fixed small size that is tuned to the ex-
ecution hardware. We have used m = 64 for the examples in this paper. We store
these dense blocks as a separate block sparse matrix and allow them to appear
anywhere in the matrix.
Symbol Description
n matrix size
m size of dense blocks
kl typical rank of blocks in matrix tree at level l
U ,V block row and column basis trees, with explicit bases stored at leaves only
U , V bases at the leaf level of U and V
E, F transfer matrices for the U and V bases, respectively
S matrix quadtree of coupling matrix blocks
i, j (or i1, i2, etc.) indices of block rows and block columns respectively
i+ index of the parent block of block i
x(i) sub-vector of a vector x corresponding to the block i
xˆ, yˆ vectors defined at every level in the basis trees
U|||, E|||, etc. batched U , E, etc. arrays, marshaled for use by batched linear algebra kernels
Table 1. Notation used.
Notation. Table 1 summarizes the symbols used in the description of the tree
algorithms on the hierarchal matrix.
3. Strategies for Efficient GPU processing of H-matrix Trees
GPU routines are executed as kernels and can be called from the host CPU by
specifying a launch configuration, organizing the GPU threads into thread blocks
and thread blocks into grids. Launching a kernel causes a short stall (as much
as 10 microseconds) as the kernel is prepared for execution. Let us call this stall
the kernel launch overhead. For kernels that do a lot of processing, this stall
is quite insignificant and does not impact performance; however, when the kernel
execution is comparable to the overhead it presents a problem. All of the individual
operations involved in H-matrices are on very small matrix blocks. Execution of
these operations using a kernel call per block will be limited by the kernel overhead.
To minimize the impact of the overhead, operations are best executed in large
batches [23]. Efficiently marshaling the operations into these batches is also key
to a high performance implementation. To that end, we flatten the tree by levels
and store the level data in contiguous chunks of memory where each matrix block
is stored consecutively in column major order. Operation marshaling then involves
specialized kernels that process each level in parallel to produce the necessary data
for the linear algebra batch kernels. The benefits of this decomposition are two-
fold: the marshaling kernels can access the level data in coalesced global memory
reads and the batch kernels can execute without any knowledge of the tree data
structure. Since every kernel call uses a single launch configuration, the operations
handled by each batch routine must have the same size; in the H-matrix setting,
this translates to a fixed rank per level of the trees. Variable size batch kernels will
be needed to overcome this limitation, but this will be the focus of future work.
3.1. Flattened Tree Structure. The flattened structure of the tree is represented
by three arrays head, next, and parent of node indices, with each node index
referring to a block of rows/columns. The head array contains the node index of
the first child of a node while each entry in the next array gives us the index of the
next sibling of a node. The parent array contains the parent node index of each
node allowing us to traverse the tree in any direction. An example of this storage
scheme for the structure of the basis tree is depicted in Figure 3. The node indices
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Figure 3. Basis tree structure. Data associated with the basis tree uses
the node numbers to locate the position of the node data in memory.
Examples for the MVM operation include the xˆ and yˆ trees (in the
nodes), the basis leaves (shown as rectangles), and the inter-level transfer
matrices (in the nodes).
stored in this flattened structure are used by the marshaling routines of the various
hierarchical operations to efficiently generate data from each level that can then
be passed on to the batch kernels. The data can come from trees that share the
same structure as the basis trees, such as the x̂ and ŷ trees of the MVM described
in Section 4.1 and the Z and T trees of the orthogonalization described in Section
5.2.
3.2. Marshaling Operations. Specialized marshaling kernels for each operation
generate the data that batched linear algebra routines need to execute the operation.
This includes the pointers to matrix blocks from a level as well as matrix block
dimensions and we denote marshaled data by the ||| subscript. This data can
then fed into the appropriate batch routines for execution using a single kernel
call per level. Since the levels of the tree have been flattened into arrays, it is
straightforward to parallelize using simple parallel transformations, either by a
simple kernel or using libraries such as Thrust [24]. These transformations are
executed very quickly and constitue a negligible portion of the execution time within
each operation. Examples of the marshaling routine for a few of these operations
are described in each section, such as the upsweep marshaling of the matrix vector
operation described in Algorithm 1 and the marshaling of the orthogonalization
operation described in Algorithm 5, with a few omitted for the sake of brevity. For
the operations presented in this paper, we rely on high performance batched linear
algebra kernels for QR and singular value decompositions. We do not describe
these kernels here, as their details may be found in [25]. We also use the high
performance matrix-matrix multiplication batched routines from the CUBLAS [26]
and MAGMA [27] libraries.
4. Hierarchical matrix-vector multiplication
4.1. Overview. In this section, we describe the different phases of the HMV al-
gorithm and their efficient GPU implementations. Since the hierarchical matrix
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Figure 4. Overview of the HMV. Computation with the low rank
blocks is split into three phases: upsweep, multiplication, and down-
sweep. The upsweep computes a tree xˆ from the input vector x by first
projecting it to the basis leaves and then sweeping up the tree using
the transfer matrices. xˆ is then fed into the block sparse multiplication
phase to produce the yˆ tree. Finally, the downsweep computes the out-
put vector y by first accumulating partial sums within each level of yˆ
using the transfer matrices. The leaf level of yˆ then contains the full
sums in terms of the basis leaves which are expanded to form the output
vector y and added to the results of the dense matrix-vector product to
produce the final result.
may be viewed as the sum of a dense portion AD and a low rank portion ALR the
products with AD and ALR are done separately (but concurrently when possible, as
detailed below) and added as shown in Figure 4. The product of the dense blocks
with the input vector is computed via a block sparse matrix vector multiplication
routine. The product of the low rank blocks with the input is then computed in
three additional phases: an upsweep phase, a multiplication phase, and a down-
sweep phase as illustrated in Figure 4. For intuition, we may think of this algorithm
as the hierarchical generalization of the way we multiply a regular dense low rank
matrix, USV T , by a vector x. In this case we would do it in three phases: first
apply the transpose of V to x, then multiply the small resulting product by S, and
then apply U to obtain the final product. The hierarchical analogue first applies
the transpose of the bases of all levels of V to x by sweeping up the tree to compute
the nodes of a vector tree x̂. The multiplication phase then computes a vector
tree ŷ where each node in ŷl is the product of a block row of coupling matrices
in Sl with the corresponding nodes of x̂l. The nodes of ŷl represent the level’s
partial contribution to the output vector expressed in the row basis U l. Finally,
a downsweep phase expands the nodes of ŷ, multiplying them by the bases from
the corresponding levels of U to produce the final output vector y. It is also worth
noting that these phases of the HMV computation are very closely related to the
phases of the fast multipole method [28].
4.2. Upsweep phase. The upsweep computes a tree x̂ as the products of the
transposed nodes of the column basis V with the input vector x; i.e. x̂lj = V
l
j
T
x(j)
for all nodes j within a level l, with l in 0 · · · q. This process is trivial for the leaves
since they are stored explicitly; however the inner nodes are expressed in terms of
their children using the relationship defined in Eq. 1. For simplicity, let us consider
a parent node j+ with two children j1 and j2. The node x̂
l−1
j+ can be computed as:
(2) x̂l−1j+ =
[
F lj1
T
F lj2
T
] [V lj1T
V lj2
T
] [
x(j1)
x(j2)
]
= F lj1
T
x̂lj1 + F
l
j2
T
x̂lj2 .
We can compute every node in x̂ by starting at the leaves and sweeping up the tree
using the above equation. To avoid the prohibitive overhead of O(n) kernel launches
required to execute this operation recursively on the GPU, we use the flattened
tree structure described in section 3 to compute x̂ level by level. The leaves are
processed simply using a single batch matrix vector operation. Considering a binary
tree for the basis trees, an upsweep kernel marshals the data for the operations in
a level to generate two batches (one for each child) which are then executed by the
batch matrix vector operation. Like all marshaling operations used in the rest of
this paper, this marshaling operation uses the flattened tree structure described in
Section 3 to efficiently generate the necessary pointer data for the batched routines,
the F|||, x||| and y||| pointer arrays in this operation, using a single kernel call. This
leads us to Algorithm 1 for marshaling the upsweep operations and Algorithm 2 to
compute x̂.
4.3. Multiplication phase. The second phase of the computation builds a vector
tree ŷ, where each node i in a level l is the product of the block row i of level l of
the coupling matrix tree with the corresponding nodes in x̂. This operation can be
expressed as
(3) ŷli =
∑
j∈{bi}
Slij x̂
l
j
where bi is the set of column indexes of the matrix blocks in the block row i. We
could follow the same marshaling approach as the upsweep, but given the potential
nonuniform distribution of blocks in different rows as well as the obvious similarity
to a block sparse matrix vector multiplication, we opt to generate block sparse
row index data for the matrix tree. This data is efficiently generated once during
the construction of the hierarchical matrix and stored per level of the matrix tree.
Algorithm 1 GPU upsweep marshaling routine
1 procedure marshalUpsweep(F (l), x̂(l), x̂(l−1))
2 np = levelptr[l − 1]
3 kp = levelrank[l − 1]
4 nc = levelptr[l]
5 kc = levelrank[l]
6 in parallel for p = np → nc
7 i = p− np . Batch index
8 c = head[p]
9 ci = 0
10 while c 6= empty do
11 F|||(ci)[i] = ptr
(
F (l)
)
+ (c− nc)× kc × kp . Extract level pointer data
12 x|||(ci)[i] = ptr
(
x̂(l)
)
+ (c− nc)× kc
13 y|||(ci)[i] = ptr
(
x̂(l−1)
)
+ i× kp
14 ci = ci + 1
15 c = next[c]
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ColIdx 1 3 2 3
RowPtr 1 3 4 5
Figure 5. The BSR storage for a 6× 6 matrix with 2× 2 blocks.
Figure 5 shows an example of the block sparse row index data for a simple matrix.
This leads us to Algorithm 3 for the computation of ŷ.
Algorithm 2 GPU upsweep algorithm for forming x̂
1 procedure upsweep(V , F , x, x̂)
2 q = heightof(x̂) . leaf level, log(n/m)
3 gemvBatched
(
n
m , V
T , (batch)x, x̂q
)
4 for l = q → 1 do . up the V tree
5 N = n/m/2q−l+1
6 [F|||
T , x|||, y|||] = marshalUpsweep(F
lT , x̂l, x̂l−1)
7 for j = 1→ 2 do . binary tree
8 gemvBatched(N,F|||(j)
T , x|||(j), y|||(j))
Algorithm 3 GPU Matrix Tree Multiplication for ŷ
procedure TreeMultiply(S, x̂, ŷ)
q = heightof(ŷ)
in parallel for l = 1→ q
ŷl = blockSparseMV(Sl, x̂l)
4.4. Downsweep phase. After the multiplication phase, each level of the vector
tree ŷ now contains a partial contribution of the output vector y expressed in terms
of the nodes of the block row basis U at that level. We can finalize the computation
by expanding the nodes of ŷl at each level l as:
(4) y(i) = y(i) + U li ŷ
l
i.
Since we don’t have an explicit representation of the inner nodes of the basis tree,
we use the nested basis property to express the partial sum of a level with its child
level in terms of the basis nodes of the child level. Taking a parent node i+ at level
l − 1 and its two children i1 and i2 at level l, we have the partial sum:
(5)
U l−1i+ ŷ
l−1
i+ +
[
U li1 ŷ
l
i1
U li2 ŷ
l
i2
]
=
[
U li1
U li2
] [
Eli1 ŷ
l−1
i+
Eli2 ŷ
l−1
i+
]
+
[
U li1 ŷ
l
i1
U li2 ŷ
l
i2
]
=
[
U li1
U li2
] [
Eli1 yˆ
l−1
i+ + ŷ
l
i1
Eli2 yˆ
l−1
i+ + ŷ
l
i2
]
.
Sweeping down ŷ and setting each node ŷli = ŷ
l
i + E
l
i ŷ
l−1
i+ , the level l at each step
now also contains the partial sum of y for all levels above l expressed in the nodes of
U l. The leaf level will then contain the complete sum which is finally expanded into
y. We follow the same approach as in the upsweep, where each level is processed in
parallel by first marshaling the operations and then executing using a batch matrix
vector product. This leads us to Algorithm 4 for computing y. The downsweep
marshaling algorithm is structurally very similar to the upsweep marshaling routine
described in Algorithm 1 and is omitted for brevity.
Algorithm 4 GPU downsweep for computing y
1 procedure downsweep(U , E, ŷ, y)
2 q = heightof(ŷ) . leaf level, log(n/m)
3 for l = 1→ q do . down the U tree
4 N = n/m/2q−l
5 [E|||, x|||, y|||] = marshalDownsweep(E
l, ŷl−1, ŷl)
6 gemvBatched(N,E|||, x|||, y|||)
7 gemvBatched
(
n
m , U, ŷ
q, y
)
4.5. Kernel streaming. The upper levels of the tree operations do not provide
enough work to saturate the GPU and kernel overhead starts to impact performance
for these levels. To overcome this, we can use streams to try to overlap some stages
of the computation with the processing of the upper levels. Unfortunately, the
scheduler will only launch a new kernel when the resources are available, which
typically happens towards the end of the BSR multiplication kernel. It therefore
makes most sense to overlap the dense multiplication portion of the computation
with the low rank portion. Many GPUs support a feature called stream priorities
that allow execution of a kernel on a low priority stream to be suspended in favor
of a kernel on a higher priority stream. By setting the dense phase as the lowest
priority and the tree operations as the highest priority, we can effectively hide the
overhead and hardware underuse of the tree operations. The performance results
below show the effect of this overlap which, as expected, is beneficial for relatively
small sized problems. On larger problems, the work at the higher levels of the trees
is a very tiny fraction of the overall computation and there is relatively little benefit
derived from the overlap. The x̂ and ŷ trees are stored in temporary workspace,
allowing the dense and low rank phases to overlap, requiring only a single stream
synchronization between the dense phase and the final phase of the downsweep.
4.6. Performance results. To demonstrate the performance of the HMV oper-
ation, we generated two families of hierarchical covariance matrices for a spatial
Gaussian process with n = 214 · · · 220 observation points placed on randomly per-
turbed 2D and 3D regular grids in [0, 1]2 and [0, 1]3 respectively. The covariance ma-
trices were generated using an isotropic exponential kernel with correlation length
0.1 in 2D and 0.2 in 3D [29] and are representative of hierarchical matrices that
arise in several applications [10].
The hierarchical matrices were generated ab initio in the following way. The n
points are first partitioned into clusters using a KD-tree with a mean split, generat-
ing the index sets of the basis tree nodes. The basis and transfer matrices are then
generated using Chebyshev interpolation [30]. A dual traversal [31, 32] of the basis
tree generates the quadtree described in Section 2.2, where the coupling matrices at
the leaves are generated by evaluating the kernel at the interpolation points. The
leaf size m was set to 64, tuned to the P100 GPU, and a uniform rank of 64 was
used for all levels of the matrix, corresponding to the use of 8×8 grids and 4×4×4
Chebyshev grids in 2D and 3D respectively. The choice of the leaf size only influ-
ences performance and has no effect on the accuracy of the representation, since
overall accuracy is limited by the low rank blocks. The resulting approximation
error was less than 10−7 in 2D and less than 10−3 in 3D for all problem sizes, as
measured by computing ‖Ax−AHx‖/‖Ax‖ where A is the exact (dense) covariance,
AH is its hierarchical representation, and x is a randomly generated vector whose
entries are sampled from a uniform [0, 1] distribution. For the large problems, it is
not possible to store the dense A nor is it practical to perform the O(n2) Ax prod-
uct, and as a result we sampled 10% of the rows and used the analytical expression
of the matrix entries. While a rank of 64 may seem high for a leaf size of 64, it
is often the case that the ranks at the leaves increase temporarily due to low rank
updates that may be applied to the blocks of the matrix during hierarchical matrix
operations. This rank will be reduced during compression and the effect on matrix
vector multiplication performance is shown in Section 5.5.
For illustration, Figure 6 shows the structure of the 2D and 3D covariance ma-
trices for the n = 214 problem size. The small dense blocks of size 64×64 are shown
in red in the zoomed details. As expected, the 3D matrix has more dense blocks
and its low rank trees are bushier than those of the 2D matrix which puts more
pressure on memory (or alternatively permit lower accuracy for the same memory
footprint as a 2D problem of the same size). The performance results shown here
are for these matrices in their original analytically-derived hierarchical form. The
algebraic compression discussed in section 5 will reduce the memory footprint of
the low rank portions substantially and further reduce the HMV time, as will be
shown in section 5.5.
Figure 6. Structure of the 2D (top) and 3D (bottom) sample covariance
matrices used in the examples for n = 214, with a zoom on portions of
them. Notice that the 3D problem does not have as many large blocks
that admit a low rank approximation as the 2D problem and therefore
results in a representation that has higher memory demand for the same
accuracy.
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Figure 7. Breakdown of the HMV phases in percentages of total oper-
ation time in single (left) and double (right) precision on a P100 GPU
showing that, for smaller problem sizes where the basis tree has very few
levels, the upsweep and downsweep do not fully utilize the hardware.
Figure 7 shows the profile of the execution of the HMV of the 3D problems in
single and double precision. The upsweep and downsweep phases show relatively
poor performance for the smaller problems sizes, since the small batches generated
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Figure 8. Runtime of HMV on a single P100 GPU, showing asymptot-
ically linear growth with problem size. Notice that the streamed version
that allows overlapping between the dense and the low rank phases of
HMV provides performance boost on small problems. On the larger
problems, where the available bandwidth is saturated with the low rank
data, the improvement due to overlapping is diminished.
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Figure 9. Achieved bandwidth of HMV on a single P100 GPU with
the streamed kernel achieving up to 78% of the theoretical bandwidth
peak of the GPU.
for the upper levels of the trees do not provide enough work to saturate the GPU,
leading to lower performance during those phases. The impact of the smaller higher
levels is alleviated as the problem size increases, where the larger lower levels that
can saturate the GPU dominate the workload. Kernel streaming as discussed in
Section 4.5 allows us to increase hardware usage during those phases.
Figures 8a and 8b show the execution time of the HMV in double and single
precision for the 2D and 3D problems respectively. The streamed kernel shows up
to 27% performance improvement for the smaller problem sizes. We can also see
the expected linear growth of the algorithm for all versions. We also compare the
effect of using different batched kernels. All versions using the batched GEMV
and block spMV kernels from [33, 34] show significant improvements over the same
algorithms implemented with the vendor provided routines in CUBLAS [26] and
CUSPARSE [35]. Since the matrix vector multiplication is a memory bound routine,
we gauge the performance of the kernels by bandwidth.
Since this operation is bandwidth limited, we compute performance as the total
number of bytes transferred over total execution time. This includes all dense and
coupling matrices in the matrix tree as well as the leaves and transfer matrices
of the basis trees. Figures 9a and 9b show the achieved bandwidth of the various
HMV kernels, with the streamed version achieving up to 78% of the theoretical peak
bandwidth of the P100 GPU. The improvement in achieved bandwidth over the non-
streamed version that does not allow the overlap of the different portions of the
computation is substantial for the small problem sizes. We note that performance
was quite stable and reproducible between runs.
5. Hierarchical matrix compression
5.1. Overview. Compression is a core operation in hierarchical matrix algebra.
For example, in the course of implementing BLAS3 operations, matrix blocks get
added, generally producing increased apparent ranks. The matrix needs to be
compressed in order to maintain the optimal complexity. The goal of compression
is therefore to construct new nested row and columns bases in which the matrix
blocks can be expressed more compactly, i.e., where blocks originally represented
as UiSijV
T
j can be compressed into the form U
′
iS
′
ijV
′T
j where the dimensions of S
′
are smaller than the dimensions of S. The primary task here is to construct the
common basis U ′i in which all blocks of a given block row can be expressed, without
incurring the quadratic cost that would be needed if a straight SVD of the whole
row block is performed. The same goes for column blocks and V ′j when the two
bases U and V are different. Finally, once the compact and more efficient nested
block row/column basis has been generated, the new S′ij for every matrix block is
computed by a transformation of the form TUiSijT
T
V j , leading to a smaller memory
footprint and reduced hierarchical operation runtimes. The algorithms presented
are adapted from [36] to fit the architecture of the GPU.
In order to introduce the somewhat involved algorithm, let’s first consider how
the new basis for a block row Aqi at the finest level q would be generated. A here
denotes only the low rank portions of the hierarchical matrix, since the dense blocks
are not compressed. Aqi consists of b low rank blocks expressed at level q as UiSijV
T
j
with j = j1 · · · jb, and additional pieces representing the restriction of blocks from
higher levels to their “t” rows as shown in Figure 10.
(6) Aqi = U
q
i
[
portions of
ancestors S
q
ij1
V qTj1 · · ·SqijbV qTjb
]
= Uqi B
qT
i
Aqi
Figure 10. Matrix block row Aqi of the low rank portion of the hierar-
chical matrix for the sixth row of the leaf level. Aqi includes 5 blocks at
level q and sub-blocks coming from higher level block rows.
The optimal basis can be generated by computing the SVD of Uqi B
qT
i , truncating
it to the desired approximation, and using the truncated left singular vectors as the
new basis U ′qi . This would however require the expensive SVD of the O(n)-sized
Bqi . In order to avoid it, we would first compute the QR decomposition of B
q
i and
then perform the SVD with the small R factor.
(7) Aqi = U
q
i B
q
i
T
= Uqi (Q
q
iR
q
i )
T = Uqi R
q
i
T︸ ︷︷ ︸
new basis
Qqi
T
The optimal basis U ′qi is then simply the truncated left singular vectors of what
might be thought of as a new weighted basis Uqi R
q
i
T
, and this finishes the process
for level q. When we move to higher levels in the tree, we need to insure that the
U ′ bases remain nested. This requires additional singular value decompositions,
but involving only small transfer matrices, as we go up U in an upsweep traversal
described in Section 5.4.
The task of computing Rqi of the QR decomposition of B
q
i can be done efficiently
by exploiting the nestedness of the bases. Let us assume that the QR decomposition
of Bq−1i+ , the parent block i
+ at level q − 1, is available as Qq−1i+ Rq−1i+ . Then,
Aqi =
[
i-portion of
Uq−1
i+
Bq−1
i+
T Uqi S
q
ij1
V qTj1 · · ·Uqi SqijbV qTjb
]
= Uqi
[
Eqi (Q
q−1
i+ R
q−1
i+ )
T Sqij1V
qT
j1
· · ·SqijbV qTjb
]
= Uqi B
qT
i
(8)
with Bqi conveniently expressible as:
(9) Bqi =

Qq−1i+ R
q−1
i+ E
qT
i
V lj1S
qT
ij1
...
V qjbS
qT
ijb
 = diag(Qq−1i+ , V qj1 , · · · , V qjb)

Rq−1i+ E
qT
i
SqTij1
...
SqTijb
 .
Assuming the V q bases are orthogonal, the block diagonal matrix in Eq. 9 is or-
thogonal and the QR of Bqi simply reduces to the QR of the small stack at the end
of Eq. 9 which involves only b+1 blocks, each being a small k×k coupling/transfer
matrix, and therefore can be done quite efficiently. Since this QR uses the Rq−1
matrix from level q−1, the overall computation starts from the root and goes down
the tree computing all the Rli matrices for all levels in a downsweep traversal. As
with previous operations, all blocks at a given level can obviously be processed in
parallel. We also observe here that the Q factors are not needed and a specialized
QR decomposition avoiding their expensive storage and computation improves the
performance of the algorithm.
Orthogonalizing the V basis tree can be done in a pre-processing phase. A
basis is orthogonal if V lTj V
l
j is the identity matrix for all levels l. Orthogonalizing
a basis involves performing QR on the finest level basis and then going up the
tree to compute new transfer matrices that allow higher level nodes to satisfy the
orthogonality condition. This is also done via additional QR operations involving
the transfer matrices.
In summary, the overall compression procedure consists of the following three
computational steps:
• An upsweep of the basis trees to orthogonalize them. This step uses a
sequence of batched QR calls, one per level, to produce an orthogonal basis.
This is described in Section 5.2.
• A downsweep of the basis trees, using the coupling blocks Sij , to construct
the Ri factors for the new bases. This step uses a sequence of batched
QR kernel calls, one per level, on the stacks at the end of Eq. 9. This is
described in Section 5.3.
• An upsweep of the basis tree to truncate the new bases to the desired
tolerance. This step uses a sequence of batched SVD calls, again one per
level, on the UiRi bases to produce the new optimal basis. The Sij blocks
are then transformed into these bases via batched matrix multiplication
operations. This is described in Section 5.4.
5.2. Basis orthogonalization. Orthogonalizing a nested basis tree V replaces
it by a new nested basis where every node satisfies the orthogonality condition
V lTj V
l
j = I. This is equivalent to the conditions that V
qT
j V
q
j = I at the finest
level q and that the transfer matrices satisfy
∑
c F
T
c Fc = I for all levels, where c
ranges over the two children of every node in the basis tree. Besides allowing the
simplification in the R computation algorithm, orthogonalizing the basis of an H-
matrix simplifies error computations and matrix projections. It is also structurally
similar to the truncation algorithms described in Section 5.4.
A by-product of orthogonalization is also a set of projection matrices that trans-
form between the old basis and the new orthogonal one. These projection matrices
are stored in a tree that shares the same structure as the basis tree, where pro-
cessing each node of the basis tree produces a node in the projection tree TV . We
assume here that V = U and do not make a distinction between the row and column
bases and drop the subscript V from T . If we denote by Qli the new orthogonal
basis at level l, the original basis V lj can be recovered as Q
l
jT
l
j . We will use this
transformation to express the coupling matrices in the new orthogonal basis.
As in the upsweep of the HMV algorithm, we perform the orthogonalization
operation one level at a time, starting at the leaves and sweeping up the tree.
Processing the leaves simply requires QR factorization of each leaf node where the
Q factor becomes the new orthogonal leaf and the R factor is output into the leaf
level of T . The inner nodes are expressed in terms of their children using the nested
basis property and must be orthogonalized in a way that preserves this property.
Algorithm 5 GPU orthogonalization upsweep marshaling routine
1 procedure marshalQRupsweep(Z, T̂ (l), F (l))
2 np = levelptr[l − 1]
3 kp = levelrank[l − 1]
4 nc = levelptr[l]
5 kc = levelrank[l]
6 in parallel for p = np → nc
7 i = p− np . Batch index
8 c = head[p]
9 ci = 0
10 while c 6= empty do
11 Z|||[c− nc] = ptr(Z) + i× 2× kc × kp + ci . Binary Tree
12 T|||[c− nc] = ptr
(
T̂ (l)
)
+ (c− nc)× kc × kc . Extract level pointer data
13 F|||[c− nc] = ptr
(
F (l)
)
+ (c− nc)× kc × kp
14 ci = ci + kc
15 c = next[c]
Algorithm 6 Basis Orthogonalization
1 procedure QRupsweep(V , F , T )
2 q = heightof(T ) . leaf level, log(n/m)
3 [V, T q] = qrBatched
(
n
m , V
)
4 for l = q → 1 do . up the tree
5 N = n/m/2q−l
6 [Z|||, T|||, F|||] = marshalQRupsweep(Z, T
l, F l)
7 gemmBatched(N,Z|||, T|||, F|||)
8 [Z|||, T
l−1] = qrBatched(N/2, Z|||)
9 F||| = marshalQRunstack(Z|||, F
l)
10 F l = copyBatched(F|||)
Given an inner node j+ at level l − 1 with children j1 and j2 at processed level l,
we have
V l−1j+ =
[
V lj1
V lj2
] [
Fj1
Fj2
]
=
[
Qlj1
Qlj2
] [
T lj1Fj1
T lj2Fj2
]
=
[
Qlj1
Qlj2
]
Z
Forming the 2kl × kl−1 matrix Z, computing its QR factorization and using
the two kl × kl−1 blocks of the Q factor as the new transfer matrices, gives us
the new orthogonal inner nodes that satisfies the nested basis property. The R
factor is then output into level l − 1 of the projection tree T . Z is formed by
first marshaling the operations based on the data in the projection tree and the
basis tree transfer nodes and then operating on them using a batched matrix-
matrix multiplication routine. Z is then factorized using a batch QR factorization
routine and the sub-blocks are copied back as the new transfer matrices using a
marshaled batch copy operation. This leads us to Algorithm 5 for marshaling the
orthogonalization upsweep operations and Algorithm 6 for computing the projection
tree T and the new orthogonal basis. The left side of Figure 11 depicts this operation
for the binary basis tree.
Algorithm 7 Projection of Coupling Matrices
1 procedure Projection(T , S)
2 in parallel for l = 1→ q
3 TS = ws(Sl) . Temporary workspace
4 [TU |||, S|||, TS|||, TV |||] = marshalProjection(T
l, Sl, TS)
5 nb = sizeof(Sl)
6 gemmBatched(nb, TS|||, TU |||, S|||)
7 gemmBatched(nb, Sl, TS|||, TV |||
T )
Finally, the projection phase transforms the coupling matrices of each matrix
block Alij at level l using the projection matrices stored in T
l:
Alij = U
l
iS
l
ijV
l T
j = Q
l
i
(
T liS
l
ijT
l T
j
)
Ql Tj .
The new coupling matrices are obtained by left and right multiplications with the
computed projection matrices independently at all levels. The operations are first
marshaled by level and then executed using batch matrix-matrix multiplication
routines. This operation is described in Algorithm 7 and depicted in the right
panel of Figure 11 for a single level of the matrix tree.
5.3. Basis generation. In this phase we construct a basis tree R for the block
rows of the matrix tree. This tree will have the same structure as the row basis
tree. Every node i at every level l will store the matrix Rli which will postmultiply
the corresponding U li to produce the new basis that will be truncated. As described
QRgemm
QR
VTFZ
Sl
T l
T l
Sl
Project
Figure 11. Left: Basis orthogonalization starting from the leaves and
sweeping up the tree to overwrite the basis with an orthogonal one and
generate the projection tree T (only a single level is depicted here).
Right: Projection of the leaf level of coupling matrices into a new ba-
sis using a projection tree T . The new basis could be more compact,
resulting in lower rank for the level.
earlier, Rli depends on matrix data coming from bocks at level l whose row basis
node is Ui and from higher level blocks that also span the block row i.
Denoting the parent node of i by i+, the relevant block row S¯i that enters the
computation of Rli is depicted in Figure 12 and expressed as:
S¯i =

Rl−1i+ E
l T
i
Sl Tij1
Sl Tij2
...
Sl Tijb

where b is the number of blocks in the block row at level l. The first block Rl−1i+ E
lT
i
represents data coming from the levels of blocks above l. The node Rli can then
be computed as the R factor of the QR factorization of S¯i. The tree is computed
starting at the root of the matrix tree followed by a sweep down to the leaves.
Marshaling the block row from the matrix tree data and the parent level of R into
a batch matrix-matrix multiplication and a batch transpose operation allows us to
quickly form S¯i for a level. This matrix is then fed into a batch QR factorization
routine that does not form Q. The marshaling routine for this operation makes
use of the generated BSR data of the level of the matrix tree and is described in
Algorithm 8. Putting everything together leads us to Algorithm 9 to form the tree
R.
5.4. Basis truncation. Once the R matrix of each block row is computed, we can
generate the new compressed basis tree, which allows the ranks of the blocks at
every level l to decrease from kl to k˜l while maintaining a prescribed accuracy  in
the approximation. This is the heart of algebraic compression.
The truncation process is structurally similar to the upsweep of the orthogonal-
ization in that processing the nodes produces projection matrices which are then
R ESl

Rl−1i+ E
l T
i
Sl Tij1
Sl Tij2
...
Sl Tijb
transpose
gemm
QR
Figure 12. Constructing Rli from its parent level, the matrix tree row
data, and transfer matrices.
Algorithm 8 GPU Basis Generation marshaling routine
1 procedure marshalBasisGen(Rl−1, El, Sl)
2 nr = levelrows[l]
3 kp = levelrank[l − 1]
4 kc = levelrank[l]
5 in parallel for r = 1→ nr
6 bs = rowPtr [r]
7 be = rowPtr [r + 1]
8 pr = parent [r]
9 RE|||[r] = ptr
(
S¯
)
+ r × ldS × kc . ldS = rows of S¯
10 R|||[r] = ptr
(
Rl−1
)
+ pr × kp × kp
11 E|||[r] = ptr
(
El
)
+ r × kp × kp
12 for i = bs → be do
13 S¯|||[i] = ptr
(
S¯
)
+ i× ldS × kc + kp + (i− bs)× kc
14 S|||[i] = ptr
(
S(l)
)
+ i× kc × kc
Algorithm 9 Basis Generation
1 procedure BasisGeneration(E, S, R)
2 q = heightof(R) . leaf level, log(n/m)
3 R0 = 0
4 for l = 1→ q do . down the matrix tree
5 N = n/m/2q−l . number of block rows
6 nb = sizeof(Sl) . number of blocks in level l
7 [RE|||, R|||, E|||, S|||, S¯|||] = marshalBasisGen(R
l−1, El, Sl)
8 gemmBatched(N,RE|||, R|||, E|||
T )
9 transposeBatched(nb, S|||, S¯|||)]
10 Rl = qrBatched*(N, S¯) . Q not computed
used to sweep up the tree; however processing each node involves different com-
putational kernels. For the leaf nodes Uqi , we first use R
q
i to produce a new basis
node W qi = U
q
i R
qT
i . We then compute the singular value decomposition of W
q
i and
produce the truncated basis by discarding singular vectors corresponding to values
that are less than a threshold relative to the largest singular value.
As we impose a constant rank per level, we use a fast reduction to compute the
maximum truncated rank k˜q for the given tolerance at the leaf level. The truncated
left singular vectors Qqi will be the new compact basis node. Finally, the projection
matrix into the new basis is computed as T qi = Q
qT
i U
q
i .
Processing the inner nodes of the tree follows the same procedure as the orthogo-
nalization: we form the 2k˜l×kl−1 matrix Z using the original transfer matrices and
the projection matrices. We then compute a weighted Z matrix, W li = ZiR
l
i, and
proceed to compute its truncated singular value decomposition. The two k˜l × k˜l−1
blocks of the truncated left singular vectors Qli will be the new transfer matrices for
the truncated inner node, and the projection matrix is computed as T li = Q
lT
i Zi.
The marshaling procedures are very similar to those of the orthogonalization with
the addition of applying the factor R to the original basis. The operations are then
carried out by batch singular value decompositions and matrix-matrix multiplica-
tions. This leads us to Algorithm 10 for producing the new compact basis and the
corresponding projection matrix tree T given a relative threshold  for truncation.
Finally, the projection of the coupling matrices is carried out in the same way
as the projection phase of the orthogonalization procedure, using marshaled batch
matrix-matrix multiplications with the projection matrix tree produced by Algo-
rithm 10.
5.5. Performance results. We study the performance of the GPU compression
procedure using the same two families of 2D and 3D covariance matrices described
in Section 4.6 for HMV. The matrices were originally generated as hierarchical
matrices in a generic polynomial basis. As a result, their representation is not
particularly memory efficient and algebraic compression can be therefore expected
to produce new compressed hierarchical representation to reduce their memory
footprint in an accuracy controllable way.
Problem size
‖AH2 −AH1 ‖F
‖AH1 ‖F
‖Ax−AH1 x‖
‖Ax‖
‖Ax−AH2 x‖
‖Ax‖
214 6.40× 10−8 3.33× 10−7 3.12× 10−7
215 9.85× 10−8 3.60× 10−7 3.36× 10−7
216 1.14× 10−7 3.47× 10−7 3.50× 10−7
217 1.52× 10−7 3.50× 10−7 3.58× 10−7
218 1.74× 10−7 3.49× 10−7 3.47× 10−7
219 2.19× 10−7 3.52× 10−7 3.48× 10−7
Table 2. Compression errors for the 2D problem using a truncation
threshold of 10−7.
Tables 2 and 3 show the compression errors for the 2D and 3D problems re-
spectively. In this table, A refers to the exact dense covariance (that is never
Algorithm 10 Basis Truncation
1 procedure SVDupsweep(U , E, R, T , )
2 q = heightof(T ) . leaf level, log(n/m)
3 W = gemmBatched
(
n
m , U,R
q
)
. new basis
4 [W, k˜(q)] = svdBatched
(
n
m ,W, 
)
. truncate the basis
5 T q = gemmBatched
(
n
m ,W
T , U
)
. transformation between bases
6 U = W . replace basis by the new one
7 for l = q → 1 do . up the tree
8 N = n/m/2q−l
9 [T|||, E|||] = marshalSVDupsweep(T
l, El)
10 Z = gemmBatched(N,T|||, E|||)
11 W = gemmBatched(N/2, Z,Rl−1)
12 [W, k˜l−1] = svdBatched(N/2,W, )
13 T l−1 = gemmBatched
(
N/2,WT , Z
)
14 F||| = marshalSVDunstack(W,F
l)
15 F l = copyBatched(F|||)
Problem size
‖AH2 −AH1 ‖F
‖AH1 ‖F
‖Ax−AH1 x‖
‖Ax‖
‖Ax−AH2 x‖
‖Ax‖
214 1.33× 10−3 9.10× 10−4 9.54× 10−4
215 1.75× 10−3 9.49× 10−4 1.03× 10−3
216 2.08× 10−3 9.19× 10−4 9.35× 10−4
217 2.35× 10−3 9.62× 10−4 9.70× 10−4
218 2.85× 10−3 9.78× 10−4 9.62× 10−4
219 2.83× 10−3 9.76× 10−4 9.68× 10−4
Table 3. Compression errors for the 3D problem using a truncation
threshold of 10−3.
formed but whose entries have analytical expressions from the underlying kernel),
AH1 refers to the hierarchal matrix approximation of the covariance generated us-
ing the generic Chebyshev polynomial basis described earlier, and AH2 refers to
the algebraically compressed covariance. The AH2 matrices were generated using a
truncation threshold of 10−7 for the 2D problems and 10−3 for the 3D problems.
These thresholds were chosen to correspond to the errors that already existed in
the AH1 matrix approximation so that the algebraic compression does not introduce
further approximation errors. Therefore the reduction in memory footprint comes
purely from the generation of more efficient bases to represent the matrix.
The first column of Tables 2 and 3 shows the relative error between the origi-
nal hierarchical matrix AH1 and the compressed matrix A
H
2 in the Frobenius norm.
As expected, these errors are on the order of the truncation threshold used in the
compression. We note here that the Frobenius norm error is computed, quite inex-
pensively, in the course of the truncation operation and does not require a separate
post-processing operation. This is a useful feature for applications that require
adaptive tolerances and fine error control inside chains of hierarchical operations.
The second and third columns show the relative error pre- and post-compression
respectively, measured in the 2-norm ‖Ax−AHx‖/‖Ax‖ where x is a random vec-
tor whose entries are uniformly distributed. For the large problems where it is too
expensive to compute Ax, we randomly sampled 10% of the rows and scaled the
resulting error. As expected, comparing the second and third columns shows that
compression with the appropriate thresholds had little to no effect on the accuracy
of the resulting matrix.
We first profile and measure the performance of the orthogonalization kernel.
Figure 13 shows the percentage of total operation time spent in each of the three
phases of the orthogonalization in single and double precision. It is easy to see that
the projection phase dominates the runtime for the larger problem sizes, making
the computational kernel at the core of this operation, the batched matrix-matrix
multiplication, the main performance limiter. On the P100 GPU and for small
matrix sizes, the CUBLAS batched gemm routines we use show lackluster perfor-
mance and stand to be improved; the single precision performance is actually quite
close to that of the double precision. We see this effect in the runtimes of the
orthogonalization in Figures 14a and 14b; however, the expected linear growth of
the algorithm remains. As the kernels involved in this computation are compute
bound, Figures 14c and 14d show the performance in single and double precision
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Figure 13. Breakdown of the orthogonalization phases in percentages
of total operation time in single (left) and double (right) precision on a
P100 GPU, showing that the projection phase dominates the runtime.
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Figure 14. Runtime and achieved performance of the orthogonalization
on a single P100 GPU. Note the asymptotic linear growth with problem
size. Double and single precision times are closer to each other than
expected due to the performance of the CUBLAS batched gemm routines.
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Figure 15. Breakdown of the compression phases in percentages of
total operation time in single (left) and double (right) precision on a
P100 GPU, showing that the truncation and basis generation phases
dominate the computation.
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(a) Time for the compression in single
and double precision for a 2D problem.
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(b) Time for the compression in single
and double precision for a 3D problem.
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(c) Performance of compression in single
and double precision for a 2D problem.
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Figure 16. Runtime and achieved performance of compression on a
single P100 GPU, showing asymptotically linear growth with problem
size.
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(a) Effect of the compression on mem-
ory for the 2D problem with a truncation
threshold of 10−7.
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(b) Effect of the compression on mem-
ory for the 3D problem with a truncation
threshold of 10−3.
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(c) Effect of the compression on HMV
for the 2D problem.
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Figure 17. Effect of the compression on memory and runtime for the
2D and 3D problems, showing significant memory savings for the low
rank portion and the HMV time.
for the 2D and 3D problems in GFLOP/s. Overall however, the orthogonalization
phase represents a relatively small percentage (10–15%) of the total compression
time.
Figure 15 shows the runtime profile of the compression in single and double pre-
cision where both truncation and basis generation phases are dominant due to the
relatively costly SVD operations on the basis nodes and the QR decompositions on
the coupling matrix data, especially when compared to the matrix-matrix multipli-
cations of the projection phase. Figures 16a and 16b show the asymptotic growth of
the compression algorithm. Since this is also a compute bound algorithm, we show
the performance of the compression in GFLOP/s as the total number of operations
executed by each batched kernel over total execution time in Figures 16c and 16d.
Figures 17a and 17b show the significant memory savings achieved by the al-
gebraic compression procedure. The compression also has a positive effect on the
runtime of the hierarchical matrix arithmetic as shown in the improved runtimes
of the matrix-vector operation in Figures 17c and 17d.
6. Summary and Conclusions
Hierarchical matrices provide memory-efficient approximations for many of the
dense matrices that appear in a variety of contexts in scientific computing. In their
H2 form, which may be viewed as an algebraic generalization of fast multipole
methods, they have asymptotically optimal memory requirements and can store
approximations of dense matrices in O(n) units of storage. This optimal memory
footprint makes them particularly useful representations on modern hardware ar-
chitectures, which are characterized by their limited memory relative to the raw
arithmetic performance of their cores, such as GPUs and manycore processors.
The objective of this work is to develop algorithms for operating on H2 matrices,
that expose the fine grained parallelism to allow for efficient GPU execution. We
describe algorithms and high performance implementations of hierarchical matrix
vector multiplication as well as hierarchical matrix compression, a key component
to efficient H2−matrix arithmetic, and show that the computations are amenable
to highly efficient processing on GPUs. By flattening the representation trees of a
hierarchical matrix, we can efficiently marshal the operations for parallel execution
using high performance batched kernels, and cleanly separate the linear algebra
from the tree operations.
Operating directly on the compressed representation, we demonstrate that the
matrix vector operation can be completed in under 29ms at 78% of the theoretical
peak bandwidth on the P100 GPU for a problem size of over a million involving a
representative covariance matrix arising in 3D spatial statistics. The compression
of a matrix from an initial hierarchical representation generated from an analytical
kernel to an optimal algebraically-compressed one that preserves the original accu-
racy, can be done in under 1.7s for the million sized 3D problem and executes at
nearly 850 GFLOPS/s on the P100 GPU, including a basis orthogonalization phase
that executes at more than 2, 000 GFLOPS/s and basis generation and truncation
phases at over 600 GFLOPS.
With the core compression algorithm in place, our future work will tackle BLAS3
operations on hierarchical matrices, including matrix-matrix multiplication and ma-
trix inversion on GPUS, and explore applications of hierarchical matrices that can
benefit from the high performance of GPUs.
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